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**PROJECT DESCRIPTION**

The 2003 Patagonia Mosaic continued the work begun in 2001, examining trans-Atlantic migration, ethnic and labor relations, and community development among various ethnic groups in the oil company town of Comodoro Rivadavia, in Patagonia, Argentina. The project was an initiative of recuperation, preservation and diffusion of the historic experience of the community of Comodoro Rivadavia and its zone of influence, together with its regional, national and international connections. The Patagonia Mosaic included the investigation, teaching, digitalization of documentary and photographic patrimony; the oral and videographic registry of life histories and historic testimonies; and preservation of the collective memory—activities vital to cultural exchange and community extension. By looking deep into local and regional character, the project aimed also to connect to wider national and international study in areas of settlement, migration, and family history.

The undertaking began under the auspices of Dickinson College and the Universidad Nacional de la Patagonia “San Juan Bosco”, with the essential support of the community of Comodoro Rivadavia. At Dickinson, the project enmeshed itself in the work of the Community Studies Center (CSC) and the Dickinson Electronic Initiative in the Liberal Arts (DEILA). Students and faculty engaged in collaborative ethnographic, oral history, and archival research with faculty and students from the National University of Patagonia “San Juan Bosco” and residents from the company towns of the area of Comodoro Rivadavia. The group spent about two weeks in Patagonia and then returned to Dickinson to continue comparative research during the spring semester.

**COLLECTION DESCRIPTION**

The collection is divided into 3 series. Series 1 consists of 6 hanging folders, typed accounts of Patagonia Mosaic interviews conducted by student and faculty interviewers. This series contains a total of 17 interview transcripts, organized alphabetically by the narrator’s last name. Series 2 consists of 2 folders of course materials, including a program description and project participants. Series 3 consists of corresponding media: 27 audio cassette tapes, 27 video tapes and 51 DV tapes.
Folder 1.1
- Aurea Abreu, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Marcelo Borges and David Stein (camera). Jan. 15, 2003 [Tape DVX00165, VHS00075]
- Héctor Allende, interviewed by David Stein, with Jasmin Sánchez and Cynthia Mackey (camera). Jan. 15, 2003 [Tape CTX00480, DVX00147, VHS00063]

Folder 1.2
- Elsa Babir, interviewed by Ruth Van Acker, with Susana Torres and David Stein (camera). Jan. 8, 2003 [Tape CTX00494, DVX00168-169, VHS00078]
- Maria Joao Bordeira and Maria Francisca Viegas, interviewed by Ruth Van Acker, with Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 13, 2003 [Tape CTX00503, 504, DVX00187, VHS00086]

Folder 1.3
- Salomón Cuevas, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Marcelo Borges and David Stein (camera). Jan. 15, 2003 [Tape CTX00502, VHS00087]
- José Estrada, interviewed by Anne O'Connor, with Susana Torres and Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 15, 2003 [Tape CTX00492, DVX00193, VHS00076]

Folder 1.4
- Elisa Fraser, interviewed by Lauren Cencic, with Karen Berggren and Ruth Van Acker (camera). Jan. 15, 2003 [Tape CTX00481, DVX00148, VHS00064]
- Gregorio Glinski, interviewed by Joanna Popp, with Carlos Morales (camera). Jan. 15, 2003 [Tape DVX00487, VHS00156-157, VHS00072]
- Carlos Kalpactchieff, interviewed by Joanna Popp, with Sonia Ivanoff and Jasmin Sánchez (camera). Jan. 10, 2003 [Tape CTX00490-491, DVX00162-164, VHS00074]

Folder 1.5
- Luis Humberto Mayorga, interviewed by Ruth Van Acker, with Susana Torres and David Stin (camera). Jan. 8, 2003 [Tape DVX00190-191]
- Augusta Miehler, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Marcelo Borges and Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 9, 2003 [Tape CTX00489, DVX00160-161]
- Elías Perez García, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Sonia Ivanoff and Jillian Tabuchi (camera). Jan. 13, 2003 [Tape CTX00493, DVX00166-167, VHS00077]

Folder 1.6
- María Christova Minkova, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Sonia Ivanoff, Maríá Laura Olivares and Jillian Tabuchi (camera). Jan. 13, 2003 [Tape CTX00478, DVX00144, VHS00061]

SERIES 2 – COURSE MATERIALS
SERIES INVENTORY

2.1 Program Description
2.2 Project Participants

SERIES 3 – MEDIA
SERIES INVENTORY

AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES

José Tenorio Montes – Jan. 10, 2003
Augusta Miehler Segovia – Jan. 9, 2003
José Estrada – Jan. 15, 2003
Elsa Argentina Babir Herrera – Jan. 8, 2003
Salomón Cuevas – Jan. 15, 2003

VHS TAPES

Maria Christova Minkova, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Sonia Ivanoff, María Laura Olivares and Jillian Tabuchi (camera). Jan. 13, 2003
Héctor Allende, interviewed by David Stein, with Jasmin Sánchez and Cynthia Mackey (camera). Jan. 15, 2003
Elisa Ann Fraser, interviewed by Lauren Cencic, with Karen Berggren and Ruth Van Acker (camera). Jan. 15, 2003
Rodolfo Orlando Santellán, interviewed by Ruth Van Acker, with Susana Torres and David Stein. Jan. 10, 2003
Diego García Asencio, interviewed by Anne O’Connor, with Susana Torres and Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 15, 2003
VHS00070: Eusebio Saiz, interviewed by Anne O'Connor, with Susan Torres, Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 15, 2003
VHS00073: José Tenorio Montes, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Marcelo Borges and Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 10, 2003
VHS00074: Carlos Kalpactchieff, interviewed by Joanna Popp, with Sonia Ivanoff and Jasmin Sánchez (camera). Jan. 10, 2003
VHS00076: José Estrada, interviewed by Anne O'Connor, with Susana Torres and Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 15, 2003
VHS00077: Elias Perez García, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Sonia Ivanoff and Jillian Tabuchi (camera). Jan. 13, 2003
VHS00078: Elsa Argentina Babir Herrera, interviewed by Ruth Van Acker, with Susana Torres and David Stein (camera). Jan. 8, 2003
VHS00080: Héctor Colivoro, Pablo Colivoro, María Graciela Llaipén, and Aladino Colivoro, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with David Stein and Cindy Mackey (camera). Jan. 15, 2003
VHS00085: José Fernández, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Susana Torres and Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 14, 2003
VHS00086: Maria Joao Bordeira Parreria and Maria Francisca Viegas, interviewed by Ruth Van Acker, with Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 13, 2003
VHS00087: Salomón Cuevas, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Marcelo Borges and David Stein (camera). Jan. 15, 2003

DV TAPES, INTERVIEWS
DVX00144: María Christova Minkova, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Sonia Ivanoff, María Laura Olivares and Jillian Tabuchi (camera). Jan. 13, 2003
DVX00148: Elisa Ann Fraser, interviewed by Lauren Cencic, with Karen Berggren and Ruth Van Acker (camera). Jan. 15, 2003
DVX00168: Elsa Argentina Babir Herrera, interviewed by Ruth Van Acker, with Susana Torres and David Stein (camera). Jan. 8, 2003 [1]

DV TAPES, CUTAWAYS

DVX00178: Cutaway 1, (filmed) by Jasmin Sánchez and David Stein. Jan. 6, 2003
Content: Diadema company town; View from bell tower; Astra company town; Trip to San Carlos farm; Driving landscapes
Content: Astra company town; First oil well; Trip to San Carlos farm; Boers' tombs; Tractor and disputed tree
Content: Astra company town; Housing; Workshops; Police station; Cinema; Bar; Community Center; Park; Tennis court; Administration
Content: Astra company town. Beach. Caleta Córdova
DVX00182: Cutaway 5, filmed by Ruth Van Acker and David Stein. Jan. 11, 2003
Content: Weekend trip to Río Mayo; Ranch; Trekking; Sheep; Guanaco
Content: Barrio San Martín; Tour narrated by Ernesto Allende; Food delivery line; Tango show and lessons at the Bulgarian Association
DVX00184: Cutaway 7, filmed by Jasmin Sánchez.  
Content: El Trébol petroleum camp; Entrance; Chapel Monument; (First part of tape #3, José Fernández)

DV TAPES, INTERVIEWS (CONT.)

DVX00184: José Fernández, interviewed by Jasmin Sánchez, with Susana Torres and Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 14, 2003 [1]; Cutaway 7, filmed by Jasmin Sánchez
DVX00187: Maria Joao Bordeira Parreria and Maria Francisca Viegas, interviewed by Ruth Van Acker, with Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 13, 2003
DVX00190: Luis Humberto Mayorga, interviewed by Ruth Van Acker, with Susana Torres and David Stin (camera). Jan. 8, 2003 [1]
DVX00193: José Estrada, interviewed by Anne O'Connor, with Susana Torres and Joanna Popp (camera). Jan. 15, 2003

This collection register was prepared by Jessica Bylander, Feb. 2006.